conventional feedforward algorithm is used to estiThis contribution deals with phase noise estimation from pilot mate the local time-average of the phase [4, 5, 6] .
square estimation error consists of two contributions: a contribution from the additive noise, that equals the Cramer-Rao lower
In this contribution, we apply the basis expansion model bound, and a noise-independent contribution that results from to the problem of phase noise estimation; the considered the phase noise modeling error. Performance can be optimized basis functions are those from the discrete cosine transby a proper selection of the symbol block length and of the numform (DCT). In contrast to the case of channel estimation, ber of DCT coefficients to be estimated. For large block sizes, the phase noise does not enter the observation model in considerable performance improvement is found as compared to a linear way. Section 2 presents the system description, the case where only the time-average of the carrier phase is estiwhich includes the observation model and a general phase mated.
noise model. The phase noise estimation algorithm, based on the estimation of only a few DCT coefficients, is derived in section 3. Section 4 contains the performance where the index k refers to the k-th symbol interval of length T, {a(k)} is a sequence of data symbols with sym-* Phase noise is approximated as piecewise constant bol energy E[ a(k) 21 Es, the additive noise {w(k)} over the observation interval. In each subinterval is a sequence of i. (7) with A denoting the symbol constellation.
and (4'P)i,n = n(k), (X)n = Xn, n = 0, ..., N -1 with N < Kp. to phase wrapping, especially when the static phase offset N-1 00 is close to -X or w. In order to reduce the probability Oavg =arg |3 r(ki))
On(kco(7(k+))(4) In the following we will produce from the observation xt=(4pT4Ip<i-4IpTrf Es/NO (dB) Eb/NO (dB)
Figre: ME fr Wene phse ois wih it is sufficient to estimate only one DCT coefficient. In Wecnie* h rsneo inrpaenie the high-SNR region, a BER floor occurs which decreases with increasing N, so it becomes beneficial to estimate
more than just one DCT coefficient. where {d(k)} is a sequence of i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian Figure 3 shows the BER-degradation at BER =i0-4 increments with variance o76. From (26) it follows that the with respect to the reference system, for a fixed ratio r1y
variance of the Wiener phase noise increases linearly with KK=10% . The BER degradation is caused not only the time index k. by the residual phase noise, but also by the loss of power Figure 1 shows the MSE of the phase estimate, assumefficiency due to the insertion of pilot symbols into the ing that the increment of the Wiener phase noise over a sequence of information symbols; the latter BER degrasymbol interval has variance o72 0.0027 rad2 (which dation (in dB) amounts to about 0.46dcB for r1j 10%. corresponds to osa 3°). From figure 1 it is obvious that
The following observation can be made: there is a MSE floor in the high-SNR region which can be reduced by increasing the number N of estimated coeffi-* For given block size K, there is an optimum numcients. We also observe that for low SNR the MSE curve is ber Nopt of DCT coefficients to be estimated, that approximately inversely proportional to Eo, which agrees minimizes the BER degradation. This is consistent with (22) .
with the observation that the MSE of the phase es-degradation can be limited by dividing the block in sub- 
